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  November 7, 2019 

 

ELECTRONIC FILING 

 

David J. Collins, Acting Executive Secretary 

Public Service Commission of Maryland 

William Donald Schaefer Tower 

6 Saint Paul Street, 16th Floor 

Baltimore, Maryland 21202-6806 

 

Re: Supplement No. 459 to P.S.C. Md. G-9: “Pay It Forward” Gas 

 Extension Charge Modernization 

 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

 

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (“BGE” or “the Company”) files herewith Supplement 

459 to Md. G-9 (“Gas Supplement”) to revise the extension charges in Part 2, Section 8 Extensions, 

of BGE’s Gas Service Tariff to increase the accessibility of natural gas to new customers under certain 

circumstances.  This increased accessibility can lead to economic and job growth, energy savings for 

both commercial and residential customers, and environmental benefits.  BGE proposes these changes 

be effective January 1, 2020, and respectfully requests that this matter be considered no later than the 

Commission’s December 11, 2019 Administrative Meeting.   

 

Under the current extension provisions each project is individually evaluated using an 

economic test, which uses a net present value analysis to compare the estimated cost of an extension 

to its expected revenues. 1  If the project generates more expected revenues than the estimated cost, 

no extension charge from the new customer is required.  However, if the expected revenues fall short 

of the estimated cost, a customer contribution is required in an amount sufficient to align the project’s 

expected revenues with its estimated costs.  Therefore, existing gas customers are economically 

indifferent to the project, as the gas extension pays for itself.  However, these provisions limit gas 

accessibility in unserved and underserved areas as the economic test only considers the expected 

revenue from the initially connecting customer(s), even when the extension can lead to additional 

customer growth.  Attachment A provides examples of extension projects that did not move forward 

due to high customer contribution charges, including two projects involving large commercial anchor 

customers and a chart showing that less than 10% of residential community interactions over the past 

three years have led to a gas extension. 2   

                                                           
1 Except for the Standard Gas Service Line Charge for residential customers. 
2 The November 2017 Report of the NARUC Task Force on Natural Gas Access and Expansion recommends that natural 

gas expansion programs encourage the use of anchor customers  
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The Company’s proposal herein, which we term “Pay It Forward,” is a result of discussions 

with over 30 large commercial customers, residential communities, school systems, economic 

development agencies, towns, and other government entities.  The message was clear:  natural gas 

access is vital for businesses looking to relocate, whether through new construction or redevelopment 

and revitalization of existing areas.  In addition, demand is strong for existing businesses and homes 

to convert to gas as it can save them between one-half and two-thirds off their winter heating bill, 

depending on the fuel source.  Using natural gas for hot water heating saves even more.  Many of 

these customers have oil heat, and natural gas emits far less main air pollutants, including fine 

particulate matter, sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen oxides (NOX) and carbon dioxide (CO2) than 

oil.3  Not only is gas much cleaner than oil from an emissions standpoint, but switching from oil also 

eliminates potential soil contamination from spills and leaks from underground tanks.  Attachment B 

shows both the energy savings and environmental benefits. 

 

Where this demand for natural gas occurs next to existing gas infrastructure, the current 

extensions provisions are typically not an issue as the expected revenue from the connecting 

customers typically exceeds the estimated cost, and no customer contribution is required.  However, 

where this demand occurs in unserved or underserved areas the current provisions can definitely be a 

barrier to gas access, as the extension costs to install additional gas main can lead to a customer 

contribution that is too high for the customer to afford, and the project never moves forward.  Pay It 

Forward modernizes the Company’s extension provisions by providing an offset to a project’s cost 

where that project can lead to additional customer growth.  Specifically, Pay It Forward would allow 

the Company to look at the economic test results from the population of previous gas extensions and 

apply certain excess expected revenues from those projects to the individual extension project being 

evaluated.  This proposal allows BGE to reduce barriers to gas accessibility by lowering the customer 

contribution while also including safeguards to ensure that, in aggregate, gas growth continues to pay 

for itself under the economic test.   

  

The Company’s existing residential Standard Gas Service Line Charge for residential 

customers is an example of a modernized extension provision.4  For the residential service line charge 

the Company uses an aggregate economic test, comparing the average revenues from these service 

line connections to the average costs.  There is no charge (i.e., no customer contribution) to connect 

a service line up to 150 feet since the average revenues are greater than the average costs.  This is true 

even though some of the individual extensions would require a charge under a stand-alone economic 

test.  However, since the residential service line charge uses an aggregate approach, and in aggregate 

expected revenues exceed estimated costs, those extensions that would otherwise require an extension 

charge under a stand-alone test are able to use excess expected revenues from other service line 

extensions to pass the economic test.    

                                                           
3 Natural gas also emits less carbon dioxide per Btu than propane.  Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration 
4 For a residential service line where no Main Line extension is required, there is no charge for an extension up to 150 

feet, with a per foot charge for all lengths above 150 feet.  The November 2017 Report of the NARUC Task Force on 

Natural Gas Access and Expansion recommends consideration of no-cost line extensions within certain parameters. 
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Pay It Forward is modeled after the existing residential Standard Gas Service Line Charge in 

that it uses an aggregate approach when determining a customer’s contribution for a project. Many 

gas extension projects do not require a customer contribution, as under the economic test there is 

more than enough expected revenue to cover the project’s estimated cost (the “Growth Pool”).  

Similar to the residential line extension methodology, Pay It Forward would utilize the excess revenue 

from the Growth Pool to offset the costs of other projects that would otherwise have required a 

customer contribution.  However, the Company proposes that this cost offset would only apply to 

projects that have the potential for additional gas connections, such as a gas main extension that could 

lead to additional customers being served from that new extension. This additional growth could come 

from existing buildings or from future new construction along the gas main route.  As a commercial 

or residential service line connection typically generates more revenues than costs under the economic 

test, the excess revenues from this additional growth, as it actually occurs, would then flow back into 

the Growth Pool and be available to provide an offset for another project that needs initial assistance 

to get started, thus “paying it forward.”  It is important to note that any cost offsets provided under 

Pay It Forward come from other gas extensions that have already generated excess revenues under 

the economic test so that, in aggregate, gas extension projects will continue to pay for themselves.  

The successful residential community conversions shown on Attachment C demonstrate that even 

with high initial conversion rates, there is still interest in converting to gas from the remaining 

neighbors who waited to convert. The initially connecting customers ranged from 50% to 100% of 

the community, and for the seven projects with less than 100% initial participation there are four 

neighbors that have either subsequently connected to gas or are currently in the process of doing so.  

This is despite the fact that only one to three years earlier these same customers were not ready to 

sign up and convert to gas, and the only reason they can convert to gas now is that enough of their 

neighbors initially agreed to sign up and convert. This demonstrates that natural gas is still desired by 

those who did not convert, and once gas is available the issue can be more a matter of timing. 5 

 

Pay It Forward includes safeguards to ensure that gas growth in aggregate will continue to 

pay for itself. The Company will monitor extension projects to ensure that in aggregate there will 

always more revenue than costs under the economic test. The Company will also limit the maximum 

cost offset per project to $2.5 million. In addition, to encourage larger initially connecting loads such 

as those from anchor customers, for non-Community Conversion Projects the cost offset is a function 

of the initially connecting load.  As such, the economic test for these projects uses the net impact of 

five times the initially connecting customer’s expected revenue.6  For a Community Conversion 

Project, the offset is determined as if all the dwellings within the project scope initially convert, as 

long as there are two or more initially connecting customers and at least 20% initial participation.  

Attachment D provides examples of how and when “Pay It Forward” would apply.   

 

The Company’s Pay It Forward extension changes to the tariff will provide economic and job 

growth, allow energy savings for commercial and residential customers, and reduce environmental 

impacts.  It is targeted only for extensions that have the potential for additional growth, and it has 

safeguards to ensure that gas growth in aggregate will continue to pay for itself. 

 

                                                           
5 The delay in converting is often due to the cost of new appliances and for changes to internal plumbing.  For example, 

one resident wanted to convert to natural gas but had just spent money on a kitchen makeover and was not ready to convert 

to gas at the moment.    
6 The net impact is the revenue less costs that are specific to that customer, such as the service line and meter. 
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Example 1: Large Commercial Customer 

One large commercial customer requested gas service, which would require an approximate half mile gas main 

extension.  The project did not move forward due to the high customer contribution required from that initial 

Large Commercial customer.  As a result, neither this customer, nor other existing commercial buildings, nor any 

additional development in this area has access to natural gas.  “Pay It Forward” would reduce the customer 

contribution to $0, allowing the initial customer to connect to gas and providing both existing buildings and any 

new construction in the area access to natural gas.  

Increased Accessibility Due to Pay It Forward (including initial customer) 

• 9 commercial customers  

• Any new construction in the area 

Example 2: Large Commercial Customer 

Two large commercial customers requested gas service, which would require an approximate 3.5 mile gas main 

extension.  The project did not move forward due to the high customer contribution required from these initially 

connecting customers.  As a result, neither these customers, nor other existing buildings, nor any additional 

development in this area has access to natural gas.  A third large commercial customer is now interested in 

converting to gas.  “Pay It Forward” may reduce the extension charge low enough for the project to proceed.   

Increased Accessibility Due to Pay It Forward (including initial customers)  

• 3 public schools 

• 7 government buildings, including a post office, library, and volunteer fire department 

• 26 small businesses 

• 6 houses of worship 

• 1 small private school 

• 11 residential communities consisting of over 100 homes  

• Any new construction in the area 

Example 3:  Residential Community Conversions 

Less than 10% of community conversion contacts have successfully converted to gas, overwhelmingly due to the 

high customer contribution.  Pay It Forward reduces the customer contribution so that those who are ready can 

connect right away while others within the community can connect when they are ready to do so.  

County 

2017-2019 
Community 
Conversion 

Contacts 
Communities 

Converted % Success 

Anne Arundel 27 2 7% 

Baltimore City 3 0 0% 

Baltimore County 36 4 11% 

Carroll 2 0 0% 

Harford 7 0 0% 

Howard 9 2 22% 

PG 1 0 0% 

Total  85 8 9% 
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Winter Fuels Outlook, October 2019 
Note: The propane price is the weighted average of Midwest and Northeast prices. All other fuels reflect 
national averages.  

 

 

Source: Commentary: The environmental case for natural gas. October 23, 2017.  
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Community 
Main 

Installed 

Project 
Scope        

(# homes) 
# Initial 
Signups 

% Initial 
signups 

Additional Meters 
Installed or In Progress 

Outside of Initial Signups 

A 2017 10 8 80% 1 

B 2017 20 10 50% 1 

C 2017 6 6 100% 0 

D 2018 25 19 76% 1 

E 2018 26 13 50% 0 

F 2018 19 13 68% 0 

G 2018 38 32 84% 0 

H 2019 14 9 64% 1 
 

Community C would not have been eligible for Pay It Forward as the entire community converted initially 
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Example Applications of Pay It Forward 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 

D
es

cr
ip

ti
o

n
 Individual service line for 

a new customer 
Gas main within a new 

development 
Main extension along the 

road to serve a new 
customer  

Gas main within a Community 
Conversion Project 

 

El
ig

ib
le

 f
o

r 

P
IF

 

Not eligible as it cannot 
lead to additional 
customer growth 

Not eligible as it cannot 
lead to additional customer 

growth 

Eligible as it can lead to 
additional customer growth 

Eligible as it can lead to 
additional customer growth 

 

A
p

p
lic

a
ti

o
n

 o
f 

P
IF

 n/a n/a The offset is limited to using 
the net impact of five times 

the initially connecting 
customer revenue, not to 

exceed $2.5 million per 
project 

The offset is limited to the net 
impact of all dwellings within 

the project scope initially 
converting.  Requirement that 

at least 2 customers initially 
connect, with at least 20% 

initial participation. 

 

EXISTING GAS MAIN 

Scenario A 
SINGLE CUSTOMER 

NEW CUSTOMER 

EXTENSION REQUEST 

Scenario B 
NEW DEVELOPMENT 

Scenario C 
MAIN EXTENSION ALONG ROAD 

Scenario D 
COMMUNITY CONVERSION PROJECT 

Main Lines 

 

Service Lines  

 

Initially Connecting Customer 

 

Non-Initially Connecting Customer 

Economic Test “excess” revenues 

(where revenues > costs)  
Offsets costs for projects that have 

additional growth potential 
Actual additional growth from these 

projects replenish the “excess” revenue  

Projects with growth potential use 

“excess” revenues to get started   

Growth Pool 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT E 

(Supplement 459 Redlined and Clean Tariff Sheets) 
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8.  Extensions 

 
8.1 General 

8.11 General Statement Regarding Extensions:  The Company extends its gas lines in accordance 

with the general practice described in these rules. 

 

8.12 Definitions 

8.121 Main Line:  “"Main" constitutes that part of a line used for the supply in common of 

at least two separately metered buildings.  

8.122 Service Line:  “Service Line” constitutes that part of a line which is located along a 

private road or across private property and used for the supply of one building or a 

combination of two or more buildings if served through a single meter. 

The “service” extends from the Main to the outlet side of the meter. 

8.123 Estimated Installed Cost:  The estimated installed cost of an extension shall include 

all distribution work performed by the Company in accordance with good engineering 

practice to make service available, including, but not limited to:  rearranging or 

modifying the existing system, whether on or off the applicant’s property; the cost of 

piping, trenching, backfilling and restoring surface, ducts and manholes; breaking and 

replacing paving, curbing and sidewalk; and the installed cost of meter assemblies, 

regulators, valves and cathodic protection equipment. 

 The estimated installed cost is derived from the Company’s current costs per 

foot for extensions under substantially similar conditions. 

 Estimated installed cost for both Main and Service Line is based on the size of 

pipe required for the estimated use of gas on the proposed extension, subject to such 

minimum size, regardless of quantity of use, in accordance with the Company’s 

practice. 

 The estimated cost of Main for the supply of service includes the cost of 

additions to existing Mains necessary to provide an adequate supply of gas from the 

nearest feasible point or points. 

8.124 Community Conversion Project:  a project that includes a Main Line extension and 

includes converting existing residential dwellings to natural gas service within a 

residential development.  

8.125 Growth Pool: the aggregate amount by which the results of the economic tests for all 

projects conducted pursuant to Section 8.2 exceed the after tax return on the 

Company’s aggregate Main and Service Line investment equal to its currently 

authorized rate of return.  
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8.2 Charges for Extensions 

The extension of Main and Service Line is evaluated on the merits of each project's economics.  

Subject to an economic test, a contribution may be required from the Customer. 

 

The contribution is defined as an amount at least sufficient to produce an after tax return on the 

Company’s Main and Service Line investment equal to its currently authorized rate of 

return, but: 

(a) for nonresidential not more than estimated cost including all applicable taxes 

(b) for residential that includes a request for a standard application as defined in Section 

8.3 and where no Main Line extension is required, $0 for a residential Service Line 

extension up to 150 feet.  The Customer pays an additional $18.78 per foot for the 

portion of the Service Line extension greater than 150 feet.  This total is exclusive of 

any other charge provisions in the Gas Service Tariff. 

(1) for residential where the  Main Line was installed after January 1, 2015 as part 

of a Ccommunity extension Conversion Pproject, the contribution shall be the 

same as that paid by other customers in that community at the time of 

installation.           

(c) for residential where a Main Line extension is required or where the request is for a 

non-standard application as defined in Section 8.3, not more than 

(P - E) x TA 

where: 

P  = The Project’s Estimated Installed Cost 

E  = Average Residential Embedded Cost Included in Base Rates 

TA = Income Tax Adjustment 

(d)  to the extent that the Growth Pool is positive, the Company may offset a new 

extension’s cost where the new extension can lead to additional customer growth, 

subject to the following limits: 

(1) the maximum individual project offset is $2.5 million.   

(2) the individual project offset is calculated using the net impact of five times the 

revenue of the initially connecting customer. This does not apply to Main Line 

extensions that are installed within a Community Conversion Project. 

(3) for a Community Conversion Project, the offset is determined as if all the 

dwellings within the project scope initially convert.  The Company requires 

both two or more initially connecting customers and at least 20% initial 

participation.  

 

8.3 Increase in Load: As the Customer's load increases, the Company makes appropriate alterations to 

its distribution system to provide for the increase. For a nonresidential customer, the extension charge, 

if any, for such work is determined by using the economic test in Section 8.2 to compare the incremental 

cost of the alterations to serve the increased load and the incremental revenue from the increased load.   

 

For a residential customer, when the load is for standard applications (space heating, cooking, water 

heating, clothes drying), the Company provides whatever distribution equipment may be necessary to 
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8.  Extensions 

 
8.1 General 

8.11 General Statement Regarding Extensions:  The Company extends its gas lines in accordance 

with the general practice described in these rules. 

 

8.12 Definitions 

8.121 Main Line:  “"Main" constitutes that part of a line used for the supply in common of 

at least two separately metered buildings.  

8.122 Service Line:  “Service Line” constitutes that part of a line which is located along a 

private road or across private property and used for the supply of one building or a 

combination of two or more buildings if served through a single meter. 

The “service” extends from the Main to the outlet side of the meter. 

8.123 Estimated Installed Cost:  The estimated installed cost of an extension shall include 

all distribution work performed by the Company in accordance with good engineering 

practice to make service available, including, but not limited to:  rearranging or 

modifying the existing system, whether on or off the applicant’s property; the cost of 

piping, trenching, backfilling and restoring surface, ducts and manholes; breaking and 

replacing paving, curbing and sidewalk; and the installed cost of meter assemblies, 

regulators, valves and cathodic protection equipment. 

 The estimated installed cost is derived from the Company’s current costs per 

foot for extensions under substantially similar conditions. 

 Estimated installed cost for both Main and Service Line is based on the size of 

pipe required for the estimated use of gas on the proposed extension, subject to such 

minimum size, regardless of quantity of use, in accordance with the Company’s 

practice. 

 The estimated cost of Main for the supply of service includes the cost of 

additions to existing Mains necessary to provide an adequate supply of gas from the 

nearest feasible point or points. 

8.124 Community Conversion Project:  a project that includes a Main Line extension and 

includes converting existing residential dwellings to natural gas service within a 

residential development.  

8.125 Growth Pool: the aggregate amount by which the results of the economic tests for all 

projects conducted pursuant to Section 8.2 exceed the after tax return on the 

Company’s aggregate Main and Service Line investment equal to its currently 

authorized rate of return.  
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8.2 Charges for Extensions 

The extension of Main and Service Line is evaluated on the merits of each project's economics.  

Subject to an economic test, a contribution may be required from the Customer. 

 

The contribution is defined as an amount at least sufficient to produce an after tax return on the 

Company’s Main and Service Line investment equal to its currently authorized rate of 

return, but: 

(a) for nonresidential not more than estimated cost including all applicable taxes 

(b) for residential that includes a request for a standard application as defined in Section 

8.3 and where no Main Line extension is required, $0 for a residential Service Line 

extension up to 150 feet.  The Customer pays an additional $18.78 per foot for the 

portion of the Service Line extension greater than 150 feet.  This total is exclusive of 

any other charge provisions in the Gas Service Tariff. 

(1) for residential where the Main Line was installed after January 1, 2015 as part 

of a Community Conversion Project, the contribution shall be the same as that 

paid by other customers in that community at the time of installation.           

(c) for residential where a Main Line extension is required or where the request is for a 

non-standard application as defined in Section 8.3, not more than 

(P - E) x TA 

where: 

P  = The Project’s Estimated Installed Cost 

E  = Average Residential Embedded Cost Included in Base Rates 

TA = Income Tax Adjustment 

(d)  to the extent that the Growth Pool is positive, the Company may offset a new 

extension’s cost where the new extension can lead to additional customer growth, 

subject to the following limits: 

(1) the maximum individual project offset is $2.5 million.   

(2) the individual project offset is calculated using the net impact of five times the 

revenue of the initially connecting customer. This does not apply to Main Line 

extensions that are installed within a Community Conversion Project. 

(3) for a Community Conversion Project, the offset is determined as if all the 

dwellings within the project scope initially convert.  The Company requires 

both two or more initially connecting customers and at least 20% initial 

participation.  

 

8.3 Increase in Load: As the Customer's load increases, the Company makes appropriate alterations to 

its distribution system to provide for the increase. For a nonresidential customer, the extension charge, 

if any, for such work is determined by using the economic test in Section 8.2 to compare the incremental 

cost of the alterations to serve the increased load and the incremental revenue from the increased load.   

 

For a residential customer, when the load is for standard applications (space heating, cooking, water 

heating, clothes drying), the Company provides whatever distribution equipment may be necessary to 


